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Colour banding is a well recognised and valuable technigue for
identifying
individuals
or populatlons of birds,
anO is
applicable particularly
to colonial seabirds such as the Cape
Gannet iiorus cape,nsts. Between 1979 anci lggf some 7 ooo chicks
and f20 adult gannets were colour-banded with Darvic coil bands
by the sea Fisheries Research rnstitute and the port Elizabeth
Museum (Newton 1985) .
However, these initial
experiments
proved unsuccessful owing to the almost total loss of bands, and
trurLner
tr v + L ^ attempLS were abandoned.
Several fledglings banded and retrapped on Bird Island, Algoa
Bay, as subadults had colour bands firmly wound around the foot,
usually
damaEing the webs and often cripplinq
the foot
permanently. These observations suggest that co10ur bands were
lost when forced down the ]eg and over the foot, possibJ,y as a
result of water reslstance during plunge diving.
In this note we evaluate an experiment to reduce colour
loss using an adhesive to cfose the band.
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METHODS

In September 1982, 8B breeding adults were each banded wicn a
stainfess steel band, and two Darvic cofour bands supplied by
Sea Fisheries Research Institute
(Kriel and OrNiel, tbbZ), rn a
study colony on Bird Island, Afgoa Bay.
Colour bands were
placed either as a pair on the leg without the stainless steel
band, or one on each leg with one placed above the metal band.
Each colour band was glued closed using one or two drops of
cyano-acrylate adhesive, drawn into the coil of each band by
capillary
action.
Care was needed in this process to avoid
glueing one's fingers to both band and gannet when the latter
wriggled. A record was made of the mass, culmen length and wing
length of each bird.
Combinations of colours i{ere used (totals in brackets):
black
(34) i blue (32); red (37); yeJ-1ow (27); green (3g) and white
(B).
The nest sites in the study colony were observed for 30 minutes

every two hours from O6hOO-I8hOO during two 5_day periods each
inonth of the breeding seasons 19B2/L993 through 1,4g4/Lgg5 and
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subsequently at frequent intervals over five days every six
weeks to August 1986.
Regular retrapping of banded birds
elsewhere in the colony provrded aoditional data on presence or
absence of colour bands.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The numbers of colour bands known to have been .lost between
September 1982 and March 1985 by surviving birds are presented
in Table I (opposite). A total of 31 bands of all colours was
lost over the four-year period, or l7 Z of the total originally
banded.
Assuming a similar proportion of loss by birds not
observed, the total loss vras probably about 48 bands or 26 Z.
The immediate cause of band loss is presumed to be a breakdown
in the adhesrve bond, possibly through the corrosive effects of
seawater and guano.
There was no evidence that banci loss was
greater in heavier birds or those with a larger culmen, implying
that greater physical strength was not a factor in band removal.
The proportions of different colours lost is intriguing.
More
than 50 ? of the original number of black bands were lost.
Of
the remainder,25 ? of the vrhite bands ano ll ? or less of other
colours were 1ost.
The reason for the increased loss of black
possibly the pignent of ptastici zer tn the
bands is unknown.
Darvic rnay alfect the adhesive properLy oI the gIue, or perhaps
black bands heat more in Lhe sun, Ieaoing to loss of adhesion.
The overall results indicate that glued cofour bands nave
consrderable potential in sLudies on Cape Gannets and possibly
other diving seabirds.
If colours such as black and white are
omitted, loss rates are comparatrvely sma11, probably in the
order of 3 % per year.
Newton, I.P. and Cooper, J.
1985.
Colour bands useo on
seabirds in southern African , L97I-7984.
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NUMBERS AND COLOURS OF BANDS LOST EROM CAPE GANNETS, SEPTEMBER 1982-I\TARCH
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NEW DESIGN

OF PLASTIC COLOUR RING

NOTT

AVAILABLE

Tbe Vulture Study Group has available for sale 25 mm internal
dlameter plastic
colour rings, as shown in the illustration
below. The rings come in five colours - red, white, b1ue, green
yellow
and
and cost 6Oc each. The rings come with a tie and up
to three rings can be put onto one (vulture) leg, as shorvn
below.
The rings
are self-locking
but
adhesive can
additionally
be used ano is supplied free with the rinqs if
requ i red.
Enquiries and orders
Lindeque, Secretary,
Johannesburg, 2OAO

should be addresseo to Mrs Rosalrno
Vul,ture Study croup, P.O. Box 4I9O,
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Nestling Lappetfaced Vulture marked with new
pvc rings supplied by V.S.c.
The bjrds feet
are wrapped in sacking to prevent injuries
to
researchers ! (see VuLture News l6: 1O-20.
c^hr^mh6?
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